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Randy’s story: A man, a dog—and 48 peaks to climb
andy Pierce, 47, and his friend Quinn are legendary in New Hampshire hiking
circles for having climbed all 48 of the state’s 4,000-plus-foot peaks in a single
winter, a feat accomplished by only 50 people before them. But the feat was all the
more impressive because Randy is blind and Quinn was his guide dog.
Randy had played many
sports and climbed mountains as a youth, but after
losing his vision in 1989
at age 22, he had become
inactive. In fact, when he
was matched with Quinn in
2006 by Guiding Eyes for
the Blind, a nonprofit group
that trains guide dogs, he
was recovering from a bout
with the same devastating
neurological disease that
had blinded him. A new attack had forced him into a
wheelchair, and he was just
becoming strong enough to
walk again with a cane.

to people he met. “People are often
uncomfortable and uncertain about
how to proceed when they meet a blind
person, and the presence of the dog
helped bridge that gap,”
he says. “Quinn helped
me connect with other
people in a way my cane
never did.”

Sadly, Randy lost “the
mighty Quinn” to bone
cancer in January 2014.
His grief was as deep as
it had been when his first
guide dog died in 2005,
but he also celebrated
all that Quinn brought to
his life in the few years
they were together. “I
miss him for his companionship far more than I
miss him as my guide,”
Randy Pierce and his service dog, Quinn, near the summit of
he says. “I was with him
Within a year of being
Mount Munroe in New Hampshire.
24/7, spending more time
paired up, Randy noticed
with
him
than
I did with any human
that he was getting around better
and it was fun for both of us,” says
being.”
While
no
dog could replace
and had less need for his cane, and he
Randy, adding that “guide dogs aren’t
Quinn,
Randy
was
lucky enough to be
began to expand his horizons. “Quinn
taught to hike mountains, so the fact
paired
with
a
new
guide dog, Autumn,
loved to walk and I loved to walk,”
that Quinn could lead me on trails was
a 60-pound female black and tan LabraRandy recalls, “and Nashua has a wona credit to his ability to learn and to his
dor retriever, in March 2014. “I’ve been
derful park system surrounded by small
intelligence.” It was also a testament to
told that I’m a tough match because I
mountains, so I decided we would try
Quinn’s devotion to Randy and helping
am very active—I hike, I do hundreds
one of the trails.” Their first forays into
him navigate the world.
of presentations a year for my foundathe wild were usually in the company
Eventually, the two climbed the 48 peaks tion, 2020 Vision Quest, and I go to a lot
of others, but soon they were hiking on
twice in a single year—once in summer
of public events,” says Randy. “That’s
their own. Quinn, who had been taught
and once in winter. (Winter is actually an a challenge for finding the right dog,
to evaluate situations that might prove
easier season for blind people to climb,
but Autumn is a spitfire with plenty of
challenging for a blind person, quickly
as the terrain is smoother.) This included speed, a passion for working, and a love
learned to alert Randy to overhanging
the treacherously steep and cold peak of for the snow.”
branches, rocky terrain, streams, and
Mount Washington, the highest mounother obstructions by stopping and
As he puts it, “Each dog I’ve had has
tain in the Northeast.
refusing to move until Randy acknowlchanged me for the better, and now I’m
Beyond guiding him through the world,
edged and negotiated the obstacle.
beginning an exciting new journey with
Quinn made Randy more approachable
“We got faster the more we learned,
my next partner.”
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